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PrintSmith Vision and SugarCRM
®

EFI PrintSmith™ Vision is integrated with SugarCRM Professional.
PrintSmith is a complete print management system that automates a print or copy shop’s estimating, production,
and invoicing workflow. Customers, prospects, and contacts are part of this system.
Sugar Professional is a CRM system that lets you control and track your customer relationships to improve
customer satisfaction as well as increase your sales. With Sugar you can manage your customers, contacts, and
prospects; understand the markets your customers are in and what they buy; and track your interactions with
customers. You can use the information provided by Sugar to market and sell your products more effectively.
When PrintSmith Vision and Sugar are integrated, information about customers, prospects, and contacts is
synchronized between the two systems. When an addition or change is made in one system, it is reflected in the
other system. For example, if a new customer is entered in Sugar, a customer is created in PrintSmith Vision,
and vice versa.
Notes

SugarCRM integration is an optional PrintSmith Vision module that requires a license for a particular
number of CRM users.
Sugar is hosted by EFI – you access Sugar via a browser.

About this Guide
This guide explains how to configure PrintSmith Vision with Sugar, and how customers and contacts are
synchronized.
The guide assumes that PrintSmith Vision is already set up and that you have purchased a license for the Sugar
integration. This guide focuses on how to integrate the two products and understand how customer data is
synchronized. It does not document Sugar procedures. For Sugar procedures, refer to the online documentation
provided by Sugar.

Additional Sources
For information about

See

Installing PrintSmith Vision

PrintSmith Vision - Installation and Upgrade Guide

Using PrintSmith Vision when it is EFI-hosted

PrintSmith Vision - EFI-Hosted Guide

Setting up and using PrintSmith Vision

PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide

Using Sugar

Sugar online documentation (available while using Sugar)
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Contact Information
EFI Support
Web Site:

https://customer.efi.com/support

US Phone:

1.855.EFI.4HLP
480.538.5800

UK Phone:

+44 (0) 800.783.2737

EU Phone:

+49 (0) 2102.745.4500

E-Mail:

printsmith.support@efi.com

Regular US Service Desk hours are 7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Mountain Standard Time, Monday – Friday
Regular UK Service Desk hours are 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Greenwich Mean Time, Monday – Friday
Regular EU Service Desk hours are 9 A.M to 6 P.M. Central European Time, Monday – Friday
Note

For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software,
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of
issues.

EFI Professional Services
US Phone:

651.365.5321

US Fax:

651.365.5334

US E-Mail:
Outside US E-Mail:

ProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com
EMEAProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group
can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software, plus offers a range of training options.
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About Setup
The process of setting up PrintSmith Vision with Sugar involves these main tasks:
•

Contact PrintSmith Support to set up your Sugar site.

•

In PrintSmith Vision, activate the license for Sugar. (If PrintSmith Vision is EFI-hosted, EFI takes care of
this for you.)

•

In PrintSmith Vision, establish a connection with Sugar.

•

In PrintSmith Vision, define your CRM users. (These are the users who will be able to use Sugar.)

Details of these tasks follow.

Task 1: Contact PrintSmith Support to Set Up Your Sugar Site
After you purchase a license to use Sugar with PrintSmith Vision, you will receive an e-mail with the URL to the
Sugar site, as well as the admin login credentials required to integrate PrintSmith Vision with Sugar.
Warning

If your Sugar license is for a single user, you will also use the admin credentials to log into Sugar.
Note that any customization of the way Sugar functions may prevent the synchronization of data
between Sugar and PrintSmith Vision. Please refrain from using the administrative tools to make
changes in Sugar without first discussing this with PrintSmith Support.

After receiving the e-mail from EFI:
•

Contact PrintSmith Support (for contact information, see page 7).

PrintSmith Support will:
1.

Discuss the timeline with you.

2.

Set up your Sugar site. This is hosted for you by EFI.

3.

After the site is set up, configure the CRM URL for you in PrintSmith Vision. You can then complete the
connection process.

Task 2: Activate CRM Licensing in PrintSmith Vision
In order to use Sugar with PrintSmith Vision, you must have an activated license for a set number of Sugar CRM
users.
Important

One license is reserved for a pre-defined administrative user required for the integration. The
number of Sugar CRM users you can define is therefore one less than your license specifies. For
example, if you purchased a license for 15 users, you can define 14 CRM users. (Single-user
licenses are an exception to this rule.)

If you are new to PrintSmith Vision and Sugar, your Sugar license is activated when you activate your PrintSmith
Vision license (as described in the PrintSmith Vision Installation and Upgrade Guide).
If you were previously using PrintSmith Vision, and now want to use Sugar, contact PrintSmith.Sales@efi.com
and purchase a license for a set number of Sugar CRM users.
If EFI is hosting PrintSmith Vision for you, your license will be updated for you.
If you are hosting PrintSmith Vision, you will need to update your license in PrintSmith Vision before you can
integrate Sugar with PrintSmith Vision:
1.

After you receive a confirmation e-mail from PrintSmith Sales, log into PrintSmith Vision.

2.

Select Help > About PrintSmith.

3.

Click Update License.

4.

Click Update to activate the additional features you purchased.

Note

After you update your license, you must log out of PrintSmith Vision and log in again to see the newly
activated features.
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Task 3: Establish a Connection Between PrintSmith Vision and Sugar
Before you can connect PrintSmith Vision and Sugar, EFI Support must configure the CRM URL for you. To
complete the connection you also need the admin login credentials that EFI sent you.
After Support confirms that the CRM URL was configured for you:
1.

In PrintSmith Vision, click Preferences in the QuickAccess panel (or select Admin > Preferences).

2.

Under System, select Integration.

3.

Scroll down until you see the Enable CRM Integration check box and select this check box. (This
check box displayed only if you are licensed to use Sugar with PrintSmith Vision.)
Note

4.

The CRM URL field will already include the URL for your Sugar site; you cannot change this. If
this field is blank, contact EFI Support.

In the CRM Admin User Name and CRM Admin Password fields, enter the admin login credentials
you were given by EFI when you purchased Sugar.
Important

If your Sugar license is for a single user, you also use these admin credentials to log into
Sugar. If you change the password in Sugar, be sure to also change it in the PrintSmith
Vision Integration preferences, or the integration will stop working.
When you use these admin credentials to log into Sugar, do not change the time zone
from UTC +0.00. Doing so causes problems with the integration.

5.

Click Save.

6.

Check that the integration is working by clicking Check Connection. You will receive a message that
the connection was successful.

7.

Click Start Synchronization.

Note

If at any point you need to stop synchronization between PrintSmith and the CRM system, click
Stop Synchronization in the Integration preferences (but then remember to start it again).
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Task 4: Define CRM Users in PrintSmith Vision
The final setup step is to define your CRM users – these are the PrintSmith Vision users who can use Sugar.
Important

CRM users must always be defined in PrintSmith Vision. Information about the users is sent to
Sugar, but you cannot define the users in Sugar.
You can define one less than the number of CRM users your license allows because one license is
reserved for a pre-defined administrative user required for the integration. For example, if you
purchased a license for 15 users, you can define 14 CRM users.
If your Sugar license is for a single user, you cannot create a CRM user in PrintSmith Vision. Use
the admin login credentials you were provided to log into Sugar. Note that any customization of the
way Sugar functions may prevent the synchronization of data between Sugar and PrintSmith
Vision. Please refrain from using the administrative tools to make changes in Sugar without first
discussing this with PrintSmith Support.

To check the number of CRM users you purchased, select Help > About PrintSmith. The number of users is
displayed next to PrintSmith CRM.

Before you begin: make sure e-mail is configured in PrintSmith
The definition of each CRM user must include an e-mail address. The system uses this e-mail address to send
the CRM user the URL to the Sugar site, as well as the user name and password to log into the Sugar site. The
e-mail address is also used to send the user information to Sugar so PrintSmith and Sugar are synchronized.
For e-mail to be sent, e-mail must be configured in PrintSmith.
•

If you do not already have e-mail configured in PrintSmith Vision, configure it now as described in the
section on “E-mail preferences” in the PrintSmith Vision Setup and User Guide.

Set up your CRM users
When you are licensed to use Sugar, the User Definitions window includes additional fields for indicating that a
user is allowed to use CRM.
1.

In PrintSmith Vision, select Admin > User Definitions. The User Definitions window opens.

2.

Select an existing user in the list at the top of the window (or create a new user).
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3.

In the E-Mail field, enter the user’s e-mail address. (E-mail must already be configured in PrintSmith
Vision.)

4.

Under CRM:
a.

Select the Allow CRM Access check box.

b.

In the Security Role field, select one of the following pre-defined roles for the user:
•

EFI Professional Standard – assign to all your regular users so they can add and modify data
in Sugar and take advantage of all the Sugar features available to them.

•

EFI Professional Minimum – assign to users (perhaps salespeople) who should just view
data, but not add, change, or delete data.

•

EFI Professional Admin – assign to anyone who needs to perform limited administrative
tasks (for example, manage the content of pop-up lists) in addition to performing all the tasks
the EFI Professional Standard role allows.

For your convenience, the role you assigned is listed in the CRM Security Role column in the list of
users. You can therefore easily see who your CRM users are.
5.

Click Save on the toolbar.

6.

Repeat steps 2 through 5 for each CRM user you want to create.
Note

If you try to create another CRM user after you reach your license limit, the system will prevent
you from doing so. Either purchase a license for an increased number of users or disable (or
delete) an existing CRM user to free up a license.
You can define one less than the number of CRM users your license allows because one
license is reserved for a pre-defined administrative user required for the integration.

After a CRM user is created
After you save a CRM user in the User Definitions window, an e-mail is sent to the e-mail address you specified
for the CRM user. This e-mail:
•

Is from printsmith.support @efi.com and has the subject PrintSmith CRM User Account
Information.

•

Contains the user name and password for the Sugar site, as well as a link to the site.
Notes

The initial password is always PrintSmith123, but users should change this after they log into
Sugar. (To change the password, users must click Edit in their user profile and then make the
change on the Password tab.)
If a user forgets his or her password, you can reset it in PrintSmith Vision in the User
Definitions window. Select the user, click Reset Password under CRM, and click Save. The
user receives an e-mail about the password being reset to PrintSmith123. The user can then
change the password in Sugar.

When PrintSmith and Sugar are next synchronized (every 10 minutes), the CRM user created in PrintSmith is
created in Sugar. If you make any changes to the user in PrintSmith, those changes are reflected in Sugar the
next time synchronization takes place.
Important

Remember that if your Sugar license is for a single user, you must use the admin login credentials
provided by EFI to log into Sugar (no CRM user is defined in PrintSmith Vision). Note that any
customization of the way Sugar functions may prevent the synchronization of data between Sugar
and PrintSmith Vision. Please refrain from using the administrative tools to make changes in Sugar
without first discussing this with PrintSmith Support.
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Next Steps
After you define your CRM users, they can start to log into Sugar and use it. Users can either follow the link in
the e-mail they received (and then bookmark the Sugar site) or they can always open Sugar directly from the
QuickAccess panel in PrintSmith Vision by clicking PrintSmith CRM:

The next chapter explains how account and contact data is synchronized between the two systems.
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Overview
When PrintSmith Vision and Sugar are integrated, information about accounts (customers and prospects) and
contacts is synchronized between the two systems. When an addition or change is made in one system, it is
reflected in the other system. For example, if a new account is entered in Sugar, an account is created in
PrintSmith Vision, and vice versa.
Information between the two systems is synchronized every 10 minutes, but in PrintSmith Vision you can also
choose to synchronize customers and contacts manually at any time.
This chapter describes the data that is mapped for customers/prospects and contacts so you know what to
expect when entering or changing information in either Sugar or PrintSmith Vision.

Accounts
Account types
Accounts in PrintSmith can be either customers or prospects. When you create an account in Sugar, additional
account types are available in the Type field. If you select Prospect in Sugar, a prospect is created in
PrintSmith; if you select Customer or any other type (except for Prospect) in Sugar, a customer is created in
PrintSmith.

Account deletions
In PrintSmith, you cannot delete an account in some situations, for example, if the account has an open balance.
Sugar has no such restrictions, however. If you delete an account in Sugar that cannot be deleted in PrintSmith,
the account still exists in PrintSmith, but the CRM pane on the Settings tab in the account window indicates the
account was deleted in the CRM system (and gives you the option of re-creating it). No further synchronization
takes place for this account.
If the account was deleted by mistake in Sugar, and it is an account that cannot be deleted in PrintSmith, you
can re-create the account in Sugar from PrintSmith Vision:
1.

In PrintSmith, click Accounts in the QuickAccess panel (or select AR > Accounts).

2.

Select the account that was deleted in Sugar.

3.

Click the Settings tab.

4.

Select the Was deleted in CRM; select to re-create check box and click Save.
Select to re-create
account in Sugar.

When data is next synchronized, the account is re-created in Sugar using the information about the account that
is in PrintSmith Vision.
Note

If you entered additional information in Sugar about the account (for example, notes or calls), that
information is not restored.

Master accounts
A master account in PrintSmith is equivalent to a making an account a “member of” another account in Sugar.
This information is synchronized between the two systems.
Note

In Sugar, you can make a prospect a member of an account, but in PrintSmith master accounts for
prospects are not supported.
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Synchronizing immediately
The accounts in Sugar and PrintSmith are automatically synchronized every 10 minutes, but you can also
synchronize accounts manually at any time from PrintSmith Vision:
•

When you create an account in Sugar, you may want to use the account immediately in PrintSmith
Vision (for example, to create an estimate or invoice for the account). In the Account Picker window,
click Synchronize Now. The synchronization is two-way – if you made a change to an account in
PrintSmith, the information flows to Sugar.

•

If you make changes to an account in Sugar and want to see the results right away in PrintSmith, open
the account (AR > Accounts), click the Settings tab, and then click Synchronize Now under CRM.
(You can also do this if you make changes to an account in PrintSmith and want to see them in Sugar
right away.)
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Mapping for accounts
Field in Sugar

Corresponds to this in PrintSmith

Account Name

Name of account

Type = Prospect

A prospect account

Type = Customer or any other type

A customer account

Billing Street (1 and 2)

Account > Address > Invoice Street (1 and 2)

Billing City

Account > Address > Invoice City

Billing State

Account > Address > Invoice State

Billing Postal Code

Account > Address > Invoice Zip

Billing Country

Account > Address > Invoice Country

Office Phone

Account > Address > Main Switchboard Phone

Shipping Street (1 and 2)

Account > Address > Statement Street (1 and 2)

Shipping City

Account > Address > Statement City

Shipping Postal Code

Account > Address > Statement Zip

Shipping Country

Account > Address > Country

Rating **

Account > Sales Info > Sales Ranking

Employees ***

Account > Marketing > Number of Employees

Annual Revenue ***

Account > Marketing > Annual Revenue

Industry ****

Account > Marketing > Business Type

** The Rating cannot be set or edited in Sugar; it always comes from the Sales Ranking in PrintSmith Vision.
*** In Sugar, you can enter a non-numeric value in the Employees and Annual Revenue fields. PrintSmith can
only accept numeric values in the corresponding fields. If you enter a non-numeric value in these fields in Sugar,
the values will not be mapped to PrintSmith.
**** When you specify an industry for an account in Sugar, the information flows to PrintSmith, but not vice versa.
If you enter a business type in PrintSmith, the industry in Sugar is not updated.
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Example of account mapping
For example, here is an account in Sugar:
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In PrintSmith, some of the mapped information is on the Address tab and some on the Marketing tab:

Contacts
Temporary contacts in PrintSmith
When you edit the invoice contact in the Account Info window, you are asked if you want to update the current
permanent contact or create a new temporary contact. If you choose to create a temporary contact, keep in mind
that temporary contacts are not synchronized with Sugar.

Contact deletions
In PrintSmith, you cannot delete the default contact for an account. Sugar has no such restrictions, however. If
you delete a contact in Sugar that cannot be deleted in PrintSmith, the contact still exists in PrintSmith, but the
CRM pane on the Marketing tab in the Contact window indicates that the contact was deleted in the CRM
system (and give you the option of re-creating it). No further synchronization takes place for this contact.
If a non-default contact is deleted in Sugar, but the contact was used on an invoice (and was the only contact
available as a selection), the Account Info window now displays a “temporary contact” for the invoice. If you edit
the contact, you can convert it to a permanent contact.
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If a contact was deleted by mistake in Sugar, and it is a default contact for an account (which cannot be deleted
in PrintSmith), you can re-create the contact in Sugar from PrintSmith Vision:
1.

In PrintSmith, click Contacts in the QuickAccess panel (or select AR > Contacts).

2.

Select the contact that was deleted in Sugar.

3.

Click the Marketing tab.

4.

Select the Was deleted in CRM; select to re-create check box and click Save.
Select to re-create
contact in Sugar.

When data is next synchronized, the contact is re-created in Sugar using the information about the contact that is
in PrintSmith Vision.
Note

If you entered additional information in Sugar about the contact (for example, notes or calls), that
information is not restored.

Contact reassignments in Sugar
If you assign a contact to a different account in Sugar, and the contact was the default contact for the original
account, one of the following happens in PrintSmith Vision:
•

If the original account has additional contacts, the default contact is assigned to the new account and
one of the additional contacts for the original account becomes the new default contact.

•

If the default contact was the only contact for the original account, the contact is moved to the new
account and a new default contact is created for the account with just the account name as a last name.

Synchronizing immediately
The contacts in Sugar and PrintSmith are automatically synchronized every 10 minutes, but you can also
synchronize contacts manually at any time from PrintSmith Vision:
•

When you create a contact in Sugar, and want the contact to be available in PrintSmith Vision
immediately, in the Contact Picker window, click Synchronize Now. The synchronization is two-way – if
you made a change to a contact in PrintSmith, the information flows to Sugar.
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•

If you make changes to a contact in Sugar and want to see the results right away in PrintSmith, open
the contact (AR > Contacts), click the Marketing tab, and then click Synchronize Now under CRM.
(You can also do this if you made changes to a contact in PrintSmith and want to see the changes in
Sugar right away.)

Mapping for contacts
Field in Sugar

Corresponds to this in PrintSmith

Contact Name

Name of contact

Email

Edit Contact window > E-Mail

Salutation

Edit Contact window > Prefix

First Name

Edit Contact window > First

Last Name

Edit Contact window > Last

Title

Edit Contact window > Job Title

Mobile

Edit Contact window > Mobile

Home

Edit Contact window > Home Phone

Office Phone

Edit Contact window > Phone

Other Phone

Edit Contact window > Other

Primary Address Street (1 and 2)

Edit Address window > Street (1and 2) **

Primary Address City

Edit Address window > City **

Primary Address State

Edit Address window > State **

Primary Address Postal Code

Edit Address window > Zip **

Primary Address Country

Edit Address window > Country **

Lead Source ***

Contact > Marketing > Lead Source

** These fields in PrintSmith Vision apply only if the Use Contact Address check box is selected on the
Address tab in the Contact window.
*** When you specify a lead source for a contact in Sugar, the information flows to PrintSmith, but not vice versa.
If you enter or edit a lead source in PrintSmith, the lead source in Sugar is not updated.
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Example of contact mapping
For example, here is a contact in Sugar:
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In PrintSmith Vision, here is the same information about the contact:

Synchronization Logs
The synchronization between PrintSmith Vision and Sugar is logged. The logs confirm successful
synchronization as well as identify any failures. Log entries are kept for 15 days, after which they are
automatically deleted.
1.

In PrintSmith Vision, select Admin > System Monitor.

2.

Click CRM Sync Status.

3.

Do any of the following:
•

Click Refresh to update the list.

•

In the Status field, select Success, Failure, or Warning to see a particular type of condition.

•

In the Entity Type field, leave it blank to see information about accounts, contacts, and users or
select Account, Contact, or User to narrow the list.
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•

By default 100 Records per Page are listed. Change this number if necessary.

•

Use the pagination controls to move among pages. The current page is always displayed in red.

